
KEY QUOTATIONS

“So evil came into 
this land, and cast 
its shadow upon it, 

and took 
possession”

“We will be wolves 
running, with the 
horizons rolling 

endlessly beneath 
our feet”

“For centuries I have 
walked my world 

alone”

“Your world is the 
dream, this world 

the reality”

SPELLING/VOCABULARY

Word Definition

Alienate Make someone 
feel isolated
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Dilapidated In a state of 
disrepair or ruin 

as a result of age 
or neglect

Deplorable Completely 
unacceptable

Grotesque Repulsively ugly 
or distorted

Turbulent A stage of 
disorder, or 

confusion; not 
stable or calm

Vengeful Seeking to harm 
someone in 
return for a 

perceived injury

Wretched To be in a very 
unhappy or 
unfortunate 

state

TERMINOLOGY

Word Definition

Pathetic 
Fallacy  

Using the weather to 
reflect on 

feeling/emotion/
atmosphere

Semantic 
Field 

A set of words 
relating in meaning 

that link to a specific 
topic

Juxtaposition The fact of two 
things being seen or 

placed close together 
with contrasting 

effect

Symbolism  The use of symbols to 
represent ideas or 

qualities

Declarative 
sentence 

A sentence that 
declares something

Interrogative 
sentence

A sentence that asks 
a question

Imperative 
sentence  

A sentence that gives 
instructions or advice

Exclamatory
sentence

A sentence that 
expresses strong 

emotions

PETERC PARAGRAPH

Point A statement in response 
to a question.

Evidence  Provide a quotation from 
the text to support your 

point. 

Technique    Identify specific language 
techniques used in the 

quotation.

Explanation Explore how the language 
used creates effect. Link 
back to your question. 

Reader’s 
response

Comment on how a 
reader would react or 

feel. 

Context Reference to when the 
story was set. How does 

society influence 
meaning? 

KEY THEMES

Superstition

Macabre  

Fear of the 
Unknown

Death 

Darkness 

CONTEXT

Gothic 
Fiction   

A style of writing that is 
characterised by elements of 

fear, horror, death, and gloom

Vlad the 
Impaler 

A real prince who happened 
to have a taste for blood: He 

would kill his enemies by 
impaling them on stakes

Myths 
and 

Legends

Traditional stories that explain 
natural phenomenon, and 

typically involve supernatural 
beings or events



Suggested Homework HT1

• Week 1: Learn the first 4 terms on the ‘Terminology list’. 

• Week 2: Learn the information in the context box 

• Week 3: Learn the key themes. What do they mean and can you predict how they will influence the 
story? 

• Week 4: Learn the last 4 terms on the ‘Terminology list’ (sentence types). For each term, write three 
example sentences that demonstrate your understanding. 

• Week 5: Learn all the spellings and meanings from the vocabulary list. 

• Week 6: Write a PETERC paragraph about the meaning of the first and second quote from the 
quotation list. 

• Week 7: Revisit the key themes. Explain how your understanding of these have developed since the 
last time you looked at them. What else has happened in the text to influence your ideas? 

Suggested Homework HT2

• Week 8: Revisit the context box. Write a short paragraph about what you have read in the story so far, 
relating it to the relevant context. 

• Week 9: Consider how pathetic fallacy is used in the story. Write 3 bullet points where pathetic fallacy 
is used and briefly explain how. 

• Week 10: Look at quotes 3 and 4 from the quotation list. How has language been used effectively? 

• Week 11: Rank the five themes in order of most important to least important. Explain the reasons for 
your choice in as much detail as you can. 

• Week 12: How do the words on the vocabulary list link to the play? Briefly explain each one. 

• Week 13: Write a review of the play.


